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Glossary of Nentraee Clans 

ALTRAEE: Benzee clan, race of people whose features are very similar to that of the 
Martween, but their stature is closer to the U’Ztraee. They have a skin tone that is tan-
red. They have dark hair: blacks and deep browns. Their eyes range in the family of 
greens. They have high cheekbones. 

Some males wear a modified tieback (a Láoo) that braids around their ponytail 
keeping the hair tight and neat. Normally finished in a tight knot. 

CALEEN: Benzee clan, race of people who are one of the most powerful and influential 
clans on Benzee; much of Nentraee culture is based on the Caleen. Their features, 
including their hair, tend to be some of the fairest of the clans. The clan typically has 
blue and green eyes. 

DENTRAEE: Benzee clan, race of people who are very religious and conservative. Their 
features are the closest to the Caleen, sharing many of the same features. Only their skin 
color and hair color differ, having aqua eyes and skin tones similar to the Utlween. 

Can be very traditional and religious 

Started the Clan War with the Za’entra. Clans that supported them at the start of the 
war were the Martween and U’Ztraee 

MARTWEEN: Benzee clan, race of people, most populous clan on Benzee prior to the 
evacuation of the planet. The shortest of the clans and they tend to have features that 
are more delicate than the other clans with midrange coloring. Eyes tend to be darker 
like the Za’entra as is their hair color. 

One of the clans to start the Clan War. 
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ULTWEEN: Benzee clan, a race of people whose features are much darker than most of 
the clans with the exception of the U’Ztraee. Their eyes tend to be in shades of aqua and 
they have mostly brown hair. Their race has the most subtle forehead ridges of all the 
Nentraee. 

U’XTRAEE: Benzee clan, a race of people whose features are the darkest of the clans and 
their eye color is the lightest. Their hair tends to also be the darkest. They also tend to be 
the tallest of the clans and have the hardest forehead ridges of the clans. 

One of the clans to start the Clan War. 

ZA’ENTRA: Benzee clan, race of people whose hair is auburn or darker in color and their 
features are darker. They also have the darkest-colored eyes. Dark-brown eyes are the 
rarest. They tend to be an exotic-looking clan. Because of their mixed blood, some of the 
ridges on their foreheads will be more pronounced than others. 

Some males and females wear a silver-laced ear cuff (karoo) in their left ear. It 
started as a way to remember those lost in the Clan War, and now it’s a fashion 
accessory. Some were passed down over the years, but most are new with new 
designs. There is no one single design; they can vary. 

They are a newly recognized clan. Prior to recognition, they were listed as half-breeds. 
Neither of their clans wanted to include them. They were outcasts until the Clan War, 
when they revolted and demanded to be recognized. 
	


